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Scared to Lose a Second More

At one time at least one of us

needs to be holding some light within,

because as soon as it dims

in the both of us,

things begin to fall apart.

And you’d think it would hurt less,

but it hurts more each time,

and even more looking at all these miles

between my solution and yours,

for the solutions are our presence.

There has got to be another way,

to stop these rips and tears,

for the time is always right

for the fixing of what needs to be fixed,

and the need is always there

to think the thoughts that need 

to be thought of,

and I don’t want to lose a second more.

-Krishna Parikh ‘22

An Average Day in Quarantine

I roll out of bed, my hair a bird’s nest

Glancing at my phone, I scramble and rush

For I had forgotten about my test

And my hair was in need of a hairbrush

I head to the kitchen to grab some food

But Mom left me home with nothing to eat

8 o’clock with bad hair and a bad mood

I felt unprepared for my google meet

My inbox was filled with countless emails

Most visited sites, G-mail and Classroom

Genesis documenting all my fails

When Meet won’t work, we head over to 

zoom

My brain has worked enough, 

it’s been well fed

Learning is over, it is time for bed

-Eka Swamy ‘20

My Pearl reminds me.
The reflection does the same.
I can’t forget them.
-Hernand Atienza ‘22

He sat in his house
As bad thoughts go through his mind,
Reaching for his chest.
-Derek Furfaro ‘22

A miner searching 
For the secret mystery.
Who is the father?
-Divya Patel ‘22

NEW LIFE BRE AKS AWAY
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Him
You can’t tame what’s already begun to slip away,
you’ve got to begin slipping away yourself.
So that’s what I did.
In subtle ways I began letting go
of the people who would hold me back
and tell me I couldn’t love him.
In essence, they would be telling me 
not to be myself.
I need to be myself,
and I love him because I am myself,
and he loves for the same reason.
He’s why I look forward spring,
and why my summers aren’t hollow.
He’s why winter is warmth,
and fall is comfort.
He’s why I’m letting go of fear,
and letting happiness grow upon me.
He’s why I no longer cling onto worry.
He’s why I wish to see the world,
and demand from it what I deserve.
Who knew, of all things,
love would make me invincible.
And that is why in subtle ways I began letting go
of the people who would hold me back
and tell me I couldn’t love him.
Though I would be left with no one but him,
everything is set in stone to be alright.
Because I love him,
and he loves me back,
because I am myself.
-Krishna Parikh ‘22

WHAT LIES WITHIN

On the ocean blue
Shimmering waves 
drifted by
And with them went I

-Pasquale Ferrara ‘22

Confined in my home
Amid this strange 
pandemic
Silence plagues the 
world.
 
-Meha Solanki ‘22

The Demon Child,
Oh, how she laughs at 
sorrow.
Without a father.

-Murtaza Iqbal ‘22

-Kristine Yang ‘20

-Jeannamae Lazo ‘23
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I WATCHED YOU CHANGE

-Caitlyn Crooker ‘20
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WHAT DRE AMS MAY COME

Snowflakes falling 
down,
Landing on your face 
is like
A kiss from Heaven.

-Brett Leech ‘20

Sonnet Dreams

An intertwined dream just awaiting

In sight, there will be gold.

This must require no more dating.

Pencils, please place my APs on hold. 

Time to take the bus up north;

Sit in the aisle seat where there is no leak.

And so on and so forth.

Headphones in, not able to hear a squeak.

The Rainbows smiled wide and bright,

The gold giggled with a small hehe,

And the Lucky Charms leprechaun began its flight.

Like Mario I even let out a loud Yippee.

                                     x

Beep Beep

I reluctantly opened my eyes from this deep sleep.

-Dylan Tran ‘20

Innocent at heart,
Yet forever full of sin.
Never understood.

-Robert Anderson ‘22

There are two long 
roads
One choice, one hard 
decision 
Which road is taken?

-Katricia Penus ’20

-Krishna Parikh ‘22 
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extinguished flame //

There was a time when your name glowed on my phone 
screen and it sparked a fire in my stomach 

because butterflies decided to colonize it. 
There was something about the way that you put words 
together that made my legs lose blood and my joints turn 

to jello. 
There was a point in time where your touch ignited flames 

within the veins of my body. 
Every fingertip became another step into finally belonging 

to you, with you. 
There was a time that I was so attached that I became 

blindsided once you shifted your focus. 
Mistaking touch for love, I convinced myself 
that the sensations were because you needed me, and not 

because you wanted this.
The less frequent notifications inspired burnt match sticks. 
The butterflies migrated through the splitting feeling you 

left in my chest. 
There was something about the way that you ceased 
communication that gave structure to my legs, to motivate 

me to move onto the next. 
Those forgotten flames now ignites a spark in my heart, 

inspiring a quest for real connection. 
Every lack of touch became a step further away from the 
happiness I thought I once had. 
There was a time where I realized the hurt you caused 

wasn’t even intentional. 
It was a lack of interest in an ever changing world for the 

male 
species. 
Mistaking attention for a relationship, now I know better. 
There was a time where you mattered. 
Now you’re just a was that brought me to my now. 

- Abby Sanchez ‘20

BE MY REMINDER THAT I AM NOT ALONE

Friendship

When you’re lost,
And can’t be found,

Remember that your heaven bound.
When you choke, 

And cannot breathe,
Simply make your way to me.

When you are lonely,
And tears descend,

Just call on me,
Your loyal friend.

-Michael De Lara ‘22

Realization

What once was silver and gold 
Is now but rust and mold 
You were my light 
Now you shine in my eyes
And I realized 
That we don’t fit 
We fold 
I felt alive and free
Now I feel like I can’t breathe 
It no longer feels right 
It’s black and white 
And I realize 
That you are
Are not what I need 

-Jasmine Brown ‘22
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TIES THAT BIND

-Olivia Chou ‘22
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An Ode to Strawberries 

Oh strawberries,
I see you wearing your green crown,
sprinkled over my waffle.

Oh strawberries, 
thank you for swimming 
in whipped cream 
and
maple syrup.

Oh strawberries, you are simply delicious. 

-Anindita Singh ‘20

Ode

He slipped his arms through her
and the moon accompanied her deaf
each finger gives off the black sentence.
This is how she lives, gobbling alone
the circular pain of allowing yourself to be.

-Simon Gutierrez ‘22

To Melancholy,

I hear your footsteps
echo inside my mind,
so my heart churns with fear...
because you destroy beautiful things,
leaving no trace, 
making no haste,
making sure you prolong the pain…
Everywhere you go,
you leave behind
an empty place.

-Krishna Parikh ‘22

TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS

-Rainie Li ‘21 -Kaitlyn Fang ‘20-Caitlyn Crooker ‘20



Printing Afterthoughts

I wish that I could be here,
but I’m never in the present.
And these printed afterthoughts,
are all I have to show for my 
resentment.

I want to live
as if there is hope and no sorrow,
but I keep having to return
all my borrowed tommorows.

-Krishna Parikh ‘22

Untitled

The day is done
Down goes the sun
Up comes the moon
So beautiful and full
Stars twinkle in the night
Making the sky a beautiful 
sight
A meteor flashes by adding to 
the beauty of the night sky
Morning will be here soon
For now I will enjoy the stars 
and moon
-Pasquale Ferrara ‘22
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The Speed of Light

I am standing on the track

With my feet behind the line

Watching the hurdles I’ll attack

I tell myself I’ll be fine

My palms sweat oceans

I feel the drumming of my heart

I think about my motions

So I can get a good start

Keeping my head facing down

Red is all I see

I wait anxiously for the sound

The sound that triggers me

I think about how I’ll finish

My thoughts overpower

What is only a few minutes

Feels like an hour

Blood pumps through my veins

When I start to take flight

I sprint down my lane

At the speed of light

-Abby Leibfred ‘22

WHEN THE LIGHTS GO DOWN

- food Kristine Yang ‘20

-Caitlyn Crooker ‘20
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FALLING OUT OF THE FRINGE
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Almost-Ailment

I don’t believe in reincarnation,
but you bring about
a nebulous feeling,
a familiar one, as if
the insidious darkness 
that had once died
came back full of life
carrying new secrets.
Go ahead and hang 
your meretricious lies

all over my walls 
like decorative tapestries.
Paint me 
with your extravagant conceits,
and put a vestige 
of the kind of beauty you seek
within me.
Make me fit in with the world
and its defunct morality
if that is what I need to belong,

because I know you cannot 
make my spirit immune
to the septic world.
I’m lethargic and listless,
my movements dilatory.
I do not care how, 
but remedy this almost-ailment
that you have brought
upon souls like mine.
-Krishna Parikh ‘22

TO THE CORE

-Alexis Jankovic ‘23-Ainiela Van Es ‘20
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Life 2020 

This pandemic has taught me to swim 

in the deep end of the pool, 

Where drowning is a real danger, 

but staying afloat is a equal reward

It’s taught me to live my life without being bound to 

anything,

But at the same time not to get too 

comfortable.

For all the hate we give when things don’t go our way,

We forget to appreciate it when they do.

This pandemic has taught me to swim 

in the deep end of the pool, 

It’s taught me to live life the way I’d like to.

My reality has changed, my camera 

collecting dust,

It’s hard to find inspiration while it’s dry as dust,

Quarantine’s been tearing me apart 

The deep end of the pool is getting 

too harsh, 

Am I thrashing too hard?

-Aditya Ponde ‘22

DE ATH BRE ATHED A BRE ATH

-Maurice Tobias ‘22
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NO CROWDS IN THE STREETS

-Gennelle Cruz ‘21 -Jia Ni ‘20
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Best Friend Sonnet 

You dried every tear whenever I cried.

You clutched me close to you when I felt scared

And you always knew whenever I lied.

No matter what happened, you always 

cared.

When I couldn’t understand anything

And when uncertainty was all I knew

And when my entire world was crashing

I always knew I could sure turn to you.

When things weren’t what they needed to be

You worked hard to make everything alright.

There was no time when you didn’t love me.

You have shined in hard times like a bright light.

You washed away all hints of denial.

You have made life a lot more worth the while.

-Janki Patel ‘20

ME AND YOU

-Kristine Yang ‘20

-Ian Sanchez’ 21 -Mara Estrict ‘20



-Nimeesha Huq ‘21
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ALL THOSE YESTERDAYS
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Spite

Living in spite is a great way to live

Proving negative people wrong makes you feel great

“you’ll never amount to anything” they always say

wake up one day with a drive to succeed

powered by spite you fight through with ease

Spite makes you feel like anything’s possible

jumping through hurdles once thought were 

impossible

“you’re not good at this” you keep being told

you practice harder and start to be bold

People realize that maybe you’re serious

Those are the same people that thought you delirious 

Succeeding and being happy, finally free,

becoming the person you knew you could be

-Michael Cohen ‘22

ANGER IS A GIFT
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Ode to My Favorite Shirt

Oh to my favorite shirt,
How i love you so dearly
I can see you so clearly

Oh to my favorite shirt,
As comfortable as a bed
I could wear you until I was dead

Oh to my favorite shirt,
A nice bright red
I love every single thread

-Destin Roman ‘22

SHAPES & COLORS ARE ALL I SEE

Red has been in my life since the day I was born
Red would constantly threaten me and my brother 

with the wooden spoon
Red left way too soon
Red left and my heart was torn

I want my red back 
Life was so much simpler with her here
When I saw her lying there death was my ultimate fear
I want my red back

-Justin Laboy ‘22

Red

Many see anger, many see hate
Many see blood boiling with rage
Many are abused and locked in this cage
Many want to escape this fate

I don’t share this view for me red is beautiful
Red is a goddess that spreads laughter and love
Red is always watching above
Red made life much more fruitful

Red gave me love when I needed the most
Red practically raised me, a second mom I would call 

her
Red spoiled me and food she’d always offer
Red would protect me from the West to the East coast
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YOU MAKE THE WATER WARM

-Mark Gilles ‘22



found nothing special.

lay so immobile

irritated, poked, shoved 

without any resistance 

yelled into the darkness

kicked the bucket lying there

‘Dead?’

I should say so

-Riddhi Patel ‘20
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THIS BODY HOLDING ME

On my own

No one else

Near me for thousands 

and thousands of miles

I can see stars

That life is made of

And I would like to be allowed

To still dream.

-Shahzod Mashrabi ‘20He hurried up the steps,

The ghosts were already after him.

His footsteps disappeared some dark night

And were never seen again.

This was only a bad dream.

I heard death itself breathing down here,

No air was left for anyone else.

It patted the lid of the coffin.

Hesitantly, he sat down.

-Davin Budich ‘20

If he only understood

that the only way to get 

rid of this misfortune is

go away voluntarily

back into his room.

-Eshika Malgari ‘20

Later that day they all went out to forget that 
their son/brother was dead. 
The warm sunshine and them feeling not at 
all bad was helping them do that.
They decided to move, to have a fresh start. 
They did not have to 
worry anymore. 
The parents opened their eyes and saw their 
beautiful young daughter and they now have 
new dreams and good 
intentions for her. 
It is like their son never existed. 

-Stephanie Hill ‘20

I wake up in the morning, 

No mobility whatsoever.

My dad is asleep in the chair,

While my mom is sewing.

I’m starting to give up, 

like how my father gives up taking off his 

work clothes.

I know this battle is soon to be over,

As down breaks, I am gone.

         

-Hannah Hoeler ‘20

“What now, then?” 

it seemed rather 

unnatural. 

the thought of love. 

-Alyssa Gallagher ‘20

Walking back,

His words had poisoned the entire 

family

But the others were unable to com-

prehend what he meant.

He felt hot with guilt and sorrow,

And hurt his mother in a quavering 

and thoughtless voice

He had plunged everyone into a state 

of utter misery 

-Toni Ilic ‘20

-Caitlyn Crooker ‘20

Found poems from 
the novella “The 
Metamorphosis” by 
Franz Kafka.
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Hands

Most people don’t usually value hands all too much.
Unless they don’t have hands at all, 
which in that case they would value them certainly.
Unlike most though, I do appreciate hands.

I couldn’t do most things I love doing 
without them.
I couldn’t feel objects without them or type 
a poem that makes no sense.
I couldn’t shatter the enemy with my right hand with 

no right hand.

Most people get on with their days without 
noticing how their hand moves to grab 
or hold something.
Or how your hands grow slowly each year, veins 

showing lightly and faint wrinkles.
Unlike most though, I do notice

I notice the veins under my skin, though faint.
I notice how my nails are some different color each 

week.
I notice the beauty mark on the side of my 
index finger and the mole on my left hand.

Most people don’t usually value hands 
all too much.
I do value them.
A lot.

-Nora Kosch ‘22

MY OWN T WO HANDS

-Kristine Yang ‘20
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Grey

Taking in the sensations of the oceans waters felt 
otherworldly. In those moments, I could put my wild 
imagination to good use. I’d pretend the ocean liste-
ned. I told it I loved walking on its sands. I pretended 
it connected me to everything beautiful there is. It was 
bliss and nothing else when my feet touched the cool 
waters. 

My imagination was all I would end up feeling I truly 
had.

While walking the boardwalk by the ocean as a child 
one day, one hand gripped Mom’s, the other Dad’s, in 
a desperate attempt to not get carried away by waves 
of strangers. I was unmoved by the laughter around 
me... until I spotted balloons in the distance. Forget-
ting about getting lost, I let go of my parents’ hands. I 
ran up to the balloons, laughing. 

I’d decided that maybe getting lost wasn’t a scary 
thing after all. 

The next afternoon, I tied the blue one I’d carefully 
chosen outside, while I made messy bouquets of wild-
flowers for Mom and eagerly took them inside. When I 
went back outside the next day, the forgotten balloon 
had popped, from the heat, presumably. I didn’t know 
what to think. I just cried.

_

I kept those tears with me as I grew. 

All grown up, I still walked that boardwalk every 
summer, but alone. I didn’t  feel the same elation I did 
that day as a child. I’d let loneliness consume me. I se-
cured myself in darkness. Too much sunshine wou-

ld’ve caused me to burst, right? It was easier living 
with blurred outlines and hazy backdrops. 

I had my imagination to carry me through.  

I pretended I had something real to go home to every 
night. Stuck in gray, I thought I was nostalgic for a 
reality I’d never known. Turns out, I was nostalgic for 
feelings I’d never felt. That’s why I’d stopped fearing 
“lost.” 

I’d actually been lost to begin with...and the weight 
of that had drowned me before I was even afloat. 

_

One day, on the boardwalk, out of the blue, I  
stopped to buy a balloon. I bought a yellow one one 
this time. I held onto it for a while, ignoring the looks I 
was getting. Then, into the sun, I let it go. I watched it 
till it disappeared.

In that moment, I realized that all I had to all along 
was befriend the sunlight. Even before that, I had to 
befriend myself.

So I began to.

A familiar sense of elation began coming back, and 
planted itself in my heart. 

It only grew stronger with each passing summer. 

I wasn’t so alone after all.

-Krishna Parikh ‘22

ALONE, SURROUNDED BY FRIENDS

-Rital Patel ‘20
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WORKING ON MY FAULTS AND CRACKS

-Kristine Yang ‘20
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A New Man
A month ago my heart was broken,

I never thought it would repair,
I was in such a dark, dreadful place,

I didn’t think I’d make it out of there,
But this has been a gift and a curse,

One I cannot reverse,
And now I am healing,

I am already feeling,
This new being that I am,

The pain wasn’t the only result,
I have found my people as well,

They were the ones that truly cared for me,
And helped me back onto my feet,

I now stand tall,
Back up after the fall,

And I’m ready to move on for me.

-Joshua Nelson ‘20

REBIRTH

Sadness

Sometimes your feelings 

will get to you,

And sometimes you just need 

someone to care.

You will feel like you’re sinking 

in the deep ocean blue,

Swimming, struggling, 

and gasping for air.

-Jonathan Beck ‘22

Lost

In the middle of the sea, 
Lost.

Failing to concentrate,
Lost.

Can’t find your homework,
Lost.

Always meeting defeat,
Lost.

Losing someone you love,
Lost.

-Larry Yu ‘20

- 3 flowers Krishna Parikh ‘22
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I Swear to Drink it Hot

I make a cup of hot coffee,
and lay it on my windowsill,
thinking I’ve earned myself some time
to let these worries loosen and untie,
and to let my tiredness unwind,

but the next thing I know,
I remember I’ve forgotten to lock the door.

And a couple of minutes later,
I’m lost among infinite, tedious chores.

By the time I take a sip,
the coffee’s unsurprisingly cold, 
and I set it against the foggy window.
I’m too exhausted to make more.

Maybe I’ll start to ignore 
these purposeless “chores” that I put before

my well-being.

I swear I’ll wear myself a little 
only where it’s truly due.
The cup of coffee I swear to make
will carry me through.

I swear to drink it hot.

-Krishna Parikh ‘22

PROMISES KEPT

-Rainie Li ‘21
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The Junk Drawer

What’s in the junk drawer?
Tools that were once needed 
but are now buried away
A pair of safety goggles that keep 
no one safe
A tape measure that once helped 
build a home
A pair of scissors too dull to cut
A roll of masking tape 
too old to stick
A broken crayon from 
a child’s masterpiece 
long forgotten
A hammer too big for the drawer
 still finding a home
A memory of useful things 
now hidden away.

-Vincent Coppola ‘22

WHERE IS MY MIND?

-Thanvi Nimmala ‘21
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I MISS YOU ALRE ADY
Ode to Par High

To the place that has shaped me into the person I am today, 

That allowed me to grow and and get to know myself better

That pushed me to get myself out there and be involved

The place that made me realize my real friends from the fake

And allowed them to go through life beside me 

The place that watched me grow from a shy timid freshmen

To an outgoing, more confident and involved senior

That sparked new interests in ceramics or forensics

Resulted in me understanding and loving the games

 of lacrosse and field hockey

The place made me realize how fast 

highschool does fly by when I refused to believe it

I am going to miss every part of it, the good and the bad

every single football game under the friday night lights

The morning rushing to buy a parking spot

The days spent decorating and painting my spot

Going through preseason with my teammates, my best friends

The feeling of Winning and losing every game together

Every hills versus high game

The excitement of getting ready for homecoming or prom

Being able to participate in powderpuff

The teachers and staff who helped me learn so much

Becoming closer to them and joking around

Some of who I consider my second family

Seeing familiar faces everyday 

Thank you Par High for the memories I will forever cherish

-Michelle Nguyen ‘20

-Rainie Li ‘21-Kristine Yang ‘20
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